A P element transformation vector for high levels of gene expression in germ-line cells of the ovary and undifferentiated cells in the developing eye of Drosophila.
Many vectors are available for expression of cloned genes in the Drosophila germ line and eye. Nevertheless, for experiments that require female germ line expression, it is often problematic to find a vector that directs transcription suitably early and at high enough levels. In addition, a vector specific for undifferentiated cells in the Drosophila eye has yet to be described. Here, we have used the enhancer and promoter sequences of the fat facets gene to construct a P element transformation vector, pFAF, that provides high levels of gene expression in the female germ line. We present evidence that pFAF is a more potent activator of transcription in the female germ line than other commonly used vectors. In addition, in the eye, pFAF is unique in that it activates transcription specifically in undifferentiated cells.